MOTUL® Glass Clean is a cleaner specially developed to effectively remove all dirt from all types of glass surfaces (glasses, plexiglass, etc.). It effectively cleans and degreases all car windows, interiors and exteriors, without leaving streaks or residues. Suitable for all types of cars.

MOTUL® Glass Clean effectively dissolves brake dirt and dust on the windows. Its exclusive formula on plant-based Ethanol is lightly scented and colorless. Effectively cleans and degreases all glass surfaces without leaving streaks. Gentle on paints and varnishes.

Shake before use. Spray MOTUL® Glass Clean directly on the surface to be treated and dry with a clean cloth. For best results, use the specially designed MOTUL® Glass Microfiber. Do not use on surfaces in direct sunlight. Refer to the MSDS sheet and the information mentioned on the spray.